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Abstract Does itistitiitionat variation have implications for questions of conflict
and peace? Theory indicates thai it does, but extant studies that address this ques-
tion treat such institutions as hoinogenous. Building on recent theoretical advances,
I argtie that cooperation on a wide array of economic issues and regular meeling.s
of high-level officials provide mcmber-.state.s with valuable information regarding
the interests and resolve of their counterparts. This, in turn, reduces uncertainty and
improves the prospects of a peaceful resolution of interstate disputes. To test the
effect of Ihese two institutional features on the level of militarized interstate dis-
putes (MIDs), I present an original data set thai measures variation in inslitulional
design and implementation across a large number of regional integration arrange-
ments (RlAs) in the 1980s and iy90s. Employing multivariate regression tech-
niques and the regional unit of analysis, I find that a wider scope of economic activity
and regular meetings among high-level oflicials mitigate violent conflict. These results
remain intact after controlling for alternative explanations and addressing concerns
of endogeneity.

Regional conflict and war are persistent problems of international politics. These
problems bave greatly intensified .since tbe end of the Cold War. Tbe wars tbat
revolved around tbe Democratic Republic of Congo and the clashes between India
and Pakistan are some prominenl examples of this trend. At the same time, eco-
nomic regionalism is proliferating, witb regional integration arrangements (RlAs)
sucb as tbe Nortb American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) and tbe Common
Market of tbe Soutb (MERCOSUR); and deepening, as many existing RIA.s, sucb
as tbe European Union (EU) and tbe Economic Community of West African States
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(ECOWAS) have greatly expanded their activities. Thu.s, RIAs have become a prom-
inent feature of contemporary international politics. Mitigating violent conflict is
an important goal of such organizations.

Even a cursory look suggests that these institutions vary a great deal.' Some
RIAs, such as the E C cover a wide range of is.suc-areas, while others, such as the
European Free Trade Association (EFTA), have rather limited aims. Many RIAs
institute annual meetings of top-level policymakers, while others, such as NAFTA,
do not. Finally, the members of some RIAs, the Association of Southeast Asian
Nations (ASEAN) for instance, largely realize their signed agreements; while oth-
ers, such as the Mano River Union (MRU), sign many more agreements than they
carry out. This variation raises an important question: which institutional features
of these RIAs actually help to mitigate conflict? Realists largely dismiss inter-
national institutions.- The "regime theory" ofthe 1980s and the more recent Kant-
ian peace research program promoted the idea that intemational institutions matter,
but did not look inside these institutions to draw out specific features that make
the dilference.^ More recently, an Internalional Organization special issue began
to examine important questions regarding institutional design/ 11 neglected, how-
ever, the actual operation of international institutions. 1 am advancing the research
of international institutions by asking which particular features of such institu-
tions produce the pacifying effects institutionaiists already think they produce, and
how they do so.

Expanding on recent theoretical insights that underscore the importance of infor-
mation and communication in intemational politics, I argue that cooperation on a
wide array of economic issues, as well as regular face-to-facc meetings among
high-level officials, mitigate violent conflict. To test these arguments, I employ an
original data set that measures variation in institutional design and implementa-
tion across twenty-five RTAs in recent decades.'' This new data is particularly impor-
tant in light of conflicting results regarding the pacifying effect of international
organizations (IOs) in general and RIAs in particular when treated as homog-
enous "'black boxes."*' Employing the regional level of analysis and accounting
for the potential endogenous nature of international institutions, I Hnd strong sup-
port for my arguments.

1. See Grieco iy97: Kahlcr 1995; and Mansfield and Milner 1999.
2. Sec Mearsheimer 1994/95; and Wall/. 1979.
3. See Keohane 1984; MansHetd and Pevehouse 2000: Russell and Oneal 2001; and Russett. Oneal,

and Davis 1998. For two recent exceptions, see Bearcc and Omori 2(X)5; and Boehnier. Gartzke, and
Nordsimm 2(K)4.

4. Koremenos, Lipson. and Snidai 2(K)I.
5. For a list of these twenty-five RtAs, see Ihc Appendix.
6. Manslield, Pevehoii.^e. and Bearce 19y9/2(H)(l Iind that RIAs reduce conflict. Man.slield and Peve-

house 2(H)0. on lhe other hand, Hnd lhal RIAs mitigate conHict only when they produce substantial
trade tlows. Similarly. Russett and Oneal 20()l; and Russelt, Oneal. and Davis 1998 Iind Ihai Ihe den-
sity of 10 membership reduces conflict. In eontrasl, Boehnter, Gart/,lce, and Nordstrom 2004; and Mans-
lield and Pevehouse 2000 find no .such etTect. Gartzke, Li. and Boehmer 2001 (ind thai .shared
membership in IOs increases the likelihood of violent conflict.
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This article proceeds as follows. The next section examines manners by which
variation in information affects the likelihood of violent conflict and links them to
specitic institutional feature.s. The second section elaborates on the empirical scope
of this study and discusses issues of research design. The third section reports the
results of the empirical analysis. The final section concludes.

Information, Institutional Design, and Conflict

A central claim of both neoiiberal institutionalism and the rationalist theory of
war is that variation in the amount and quality of information has important impli-
cations for international politics.^ The latter theory, in particular, indicates that
information and communication can mitigate interstate conflict. Starting with this
key insight and extending its underlying logic to institutional variation across RIAs,
I contend that two institutional features—^labeled the .scope of ecoiirmtic aciivity
and regular meetings of high-level officials—are instrumental in reducing violent
conflict betvifeen member-states.** The null hypothesis, commonly identified with
the realist worldview, is that such institutional features have no independent effect
on the level of intraregional violent conflict.

Economic Interdependence and the Scope of Econotnic Activity

Using Fearon's rationalist theory of war, several recent .studies argue that economic
interdependence can mitigate violent conflict.^ According to these studies, higher
interdependence provides "a richer set of costly signals and so more efficient sig-
naling of unobservable resolve."'" Such signals can prevent miscalculations that may
result in dispute escalation and violence. Nearly all of the studies that put forward
this argument discuss economic interdependence in terms of international trade. I
expand the boundaries ofthis research by looking at the broader scope of economic
activity within the context of RIAs." There are two good reasons for this move.

First., the logic of the signaling argument is grounded in the notion that inter-
rupting commercial relations is costly to the states involved. That is, states are
assumed to be vulnerable—rather than sensitive—to the disruption of commerce,
in the sense that they may find it difficult to substitute it.'^ The broader scope of

7. See Fearon 1995; and Keohane 1984.
8. Due to space constraints, my arguments are not accompanied by empirical examples. For ntimer-

Otis illusCralions and an in depth case study ofthis theoretical framework, see Haftei 2004b.
9. See Bearce 2003; Gartzke 2003; Gart/Ae. Li, and Boehmer 2001; atid Morrow 1999.

10. Morrow IWX 187.
11. A detailed opcrationalization of this concept is provided below. Gartzke, Li, and Boelimcr 2001;

and Nye 1971 aKo point to the potential pacifying effect of cooperation on economic issues that go
heyond trade liberalization.

12. Keohane and Nye 1977.
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economic activity fosters cooperation on several issues that are contingent upon
geographical proximity, which in turn indicates lower substitutabilily and higher
vulnerability. For example, several RIAs have industrial zones that use resources
from neighboring slates. U is difficult lo imagine such projects among states that
do not share common borders. Agreements to establish a regional framework for
foreign direct investment vis-a-vis extraregional investors are of a similar nature.
Such agreements may prevent a "race lo the bottom" for foreign capital between
the member-states.

Second, skeptics point out that international trade affects private actors and not
the govemment.s thai make decisions regarding peace and war.'^ Cooperation and
integration in some of the issue-areas subsumed by the scope of economic activ-
ity, on the other hand, provide benefits to the governments themselves (in addition
to private actors). For example, a monetary union is conducive to the stability of
the currency and monetary reserves. Thus, govemments that abandon a monetary
union risk losing monetary assets as well as damaging the credibility of their mon-
etiiry policy.'^ Similarly, the improved bargaining power that RIAs sometimes pro-
vide enhances the pre.stige of policymakers themselves. Thus, pulling out of such
regional forums is a costly action that demonstrates one's resolve.

In sum, economic cooperation through international institutions provides states
with a valuable informational instrument regarding their national interest and
resolve. This additional infonnation is conducive lo a more peaceful bargaining
process and thus less violence. We can therefore hypothesize that the wider the
scope of economic activity covered by an RIA, the lower the level of intraregional
violent conflict.

Diplomacy and Regular Meetings of High-Level Officials

Many RIAs institute regular face-to-face meetings of officials at the highest lev-
els, which usually operate as the highest deci si on-making body. While the foimal
agendas of these meetings often emphasize economic cooperation, they allow senior
policymakers lhe opportunity to discuss outstanding issues directly and openly.
This face-to-face interaction, I contend, is conducive to peaceful resolution of dis-
putes between member-.states. My argument rests on three building blocks: first,
that diplomacy is a useful way to exchange important information about interests
and resolve; .second, that face-to-face meetings amplify the pacifying effect of diplo-
macy; and third, that regional forums have unique characteristics—compared to
bilateral meetings—that render them effective instruments of conflict reduction. I
discuss these assertions in turn.

Diplomacy is a widely u.sed form of statecraft practiced by states in their daily
interaction with other states. Recent studies that employ a rationalist framework

!3. See Bearce 2003; and Simmons 2003.
14. See Cohen 1997; and Gartzke 2(K)3.
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demonstrate that diplomacy can mitigate violent conflict.'^ Sartori, in particular,
shows Ihat when a state interacts with several states over time and shares with
them some common interests, it has a strong incentive to acquire a reputation of
honesty. Thus, diplomacy can provide valuable information and prevent Ihe esca-
lation of intraregional disputes. States can, of course, practice diplomacy indi-
rectly through ambassadors, letters, phone conversations, and the like. There are
some additional benefits to face-to-face meetings that cannot be obtained through
indirect interaction, however. Experimental research of social dilemmas demon-
strates that direct communication provides the opportunity for individuals to offer
and extract promises of cooperation, which in turn widens the bargaining range
and improves the prospects of compromise.'^ In addition, recurrent face-to-face
meetings foster interpersonal familiarity, trust, and mutual confidence." Thus, direct
communication between high-level officials operates as a confidence-building mea-
sure that enhances the exchange of believable information among these officials.

Presumably, policymakers can promote interpersonal trust and exchange reli-
able information through bilateral, rather than regional, diplomacy. What, then, is
the value added of a regional—as opposed to bilateral—forum? Regional meet-
ings of high-level officials have two distinct advantages. First, a regional setting
allows high-level officials to negotiate outstanding issues in an infomial and less
demanding atmosphere, compared to bilateral negotiations or formal arbitration
by extra-regional bodies. Discussion of such issues in the framework of a regional
summit that deals with other issues provides the difterent parties with valuable
flexibility. Second, a regional forum provides members that are not directly involved
in a confiict with an opportunity to provide a role of third-party mediaiors or hon-
est brokers. These policymakers can provide additional information to the two par-
ties and expand Ihe bargaining range by introducing creative solutions to outstanding
problems.

Considering the arguments regarding the pacifying effect of diplomacy in gen-
eral and regional face-to-face meetings in particular, we can hypothesize, then,
that regular meetings of high-level officials result in a lower level of intraregional
violent conflict.

Research Design

The institutional features discussed above are attributes of RIAs, which is the unit
of analysis. RIAs are lOs that promote economic policy cooperation among Iheir
members."* As with other types of lOs, RIAs should have a continuous institu-
tional framework. This definition excludes three types of agreements that are related

1.5. See Forma 2004. 27-28; and Sartori 2002.
16. Osirom and Walker IWl, 287.
17. See Bearce 2(M)3; and Russett, Oneal, and Davis 1998.
18. Mansfield and Milner 1999, 591.
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to economic regionalism but do not qualify as RIAs. These exclu.sions are consis-
tent with the conventional practice.'^ First, I exclude bilateral trade agreements,
which almost always lack a continuous institutional framework. Second, I exclude
nonreciprocal agreements, such as the U.S.-Caribbean Basin Initiative (CBI) and
the Lome Convention. Finally, I exclude framework agreements, such as the Asia
Pacific Economic Ctioperation (APEC). While these agreements may embrace the
idea of regional cooperation, they lack concrete measures to achieve this goal.

Twenty-five RIAs that existed in recent decades correspond to the above defi-
nition.^" These RIAs are spread across most continents and include the majority
of ihe states in the international system. This list is largely consistent with similar
lists assembled by other observers of regional integration.^' The temporal domain
of my sample is the 1980s and 1990s, which casts light on the phenomenon known
as the new regionalism. In order to maximize data availability and reliability, 1997
is the most recent year for which I collected information. 1 coded the various RJAs
in a five-year interval—1982, 1987. 1992, and 1997—which is a conventional pro-
cedure in the field. I also examined only organizations that were formed no later
then 1992. This criterion guarantees that I have at least two observations for each
RIA. Coding of the twenty-five RIAs across these time points produced a data set
of nitiety observations.

Due to the nature of the main explanatory variables, 1 conduct the empirical
analysis at the regional level of analysi.s, with a rcgitm being defined by organiza-
tional membership. This setup expands on other quantitative analyses that link
iOs and conflict, which commonly employ a dyadic setup." Although the dyadic
level of analysis has provided numerous insights into the sources of violent con-
flict, some types of interactions are not adequately captured by a dyadic setup and
are more amenable to a regional one. Scope of economic activity and meetings of
high-level officials are, of course, organizational traits of the RIA and not of any
particular dyad. The dependent variable, violent conflict, is also not necessiu-ily a
dyadic phenomenon. Recent studies indicate that security relations, regime types,
and the level of economic interdependence also tend to cluster geographically, which
in turn suggests that regional dynamics are at work.--̂

The definition of particular regions according to RIA membership emanates from
my attempt to evaluate the effect of these organizations and their specific institu-
tional features on conflict in the region. While there is a lack of consensus on how
to define a region and on the identification of specific regions, identifying regions
by organizational tie.s is one conventional way to proceed.-"* In addition, as pointed

19. See Pevehouse, Nordstrotii, and Wamke 2(XH; Mansiield and Pcvehousc 2000; Page 2000; Smith
2(K)0; and tJnion of International Associations (UtA) various years.

20, For more details on ihese RIAs. see Haftel 20(Wb.
2L See tMF 1994; ORCD 1993; and UNCTAD 1996.
22. See. for example, Mansfield and Pevehouse 2000; and Russett and Oneal 2001.
23. See Buzan and W.^ver 2003; Gleditsch 2002; Kacowic? 1998: and Lemke 2002.
24. See Haftel 2004a; and Mansfield and Milner 1999.
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out above, my sample covers most regions in the world, which in turn reduces the
risk of selection bias.

Estimation Technique and Endogeneity

The dependent variable is a count of intraregional violent disputes and is charac-
terized by a Poisson distribution. Therefore, an event count model is used for
estimation. In addition, the significance of the goodness-of-fit parameters in the
statistical models below indicates that a negative binomial regression model
(NBRM) is appropriate. This model assumes a Poisson distribution but allows a
conditional variance that is greater than the conditional mean. Finally, the data is
arranged in a panel setup. I employ a random-effects count model to account for
cross-sectional unob.servable contextual heterogeneity."^

I address endogeneity concerns, raised most prominently by realists, in several
ways. First, the variables that capture the institutional features—as well as the rest
of the independent variables—are lagged behind the dependent variable. Second,
1 control for the level of similarity of interests among member-states. If indeed
such prior affinity determines the level of conflict, the effect of international insti-
tution.s (to the extent that there is one) should disappear. Finally, I reverse the
causal arrow to examine the effect of interstate conflict on the institutional vari-
ables. A negative effect of conflict on international cooperation through institu-
tions should increase the risk of endogeneity and vice versa.-'' I discuss lhe setup
of this test in more detail below. Taken together, these three methods provide a
good indication of the severity of the endogeneity problem.

Dependeni Variable

The dependent variable is intraregional violent conflict. As for other variables, I
aggregate the number of disputes over a live-year period. Because violent dis-
putes are rather nu^e, such aggregation provides meaningful variation on this vari-
able. To minimize the risk of endogeneity, the five-year periods succeed the year
in which the main independent variables are measured. For each RIA, I count all
of the intraregional dyadic disputes in all years in which they took place. I do not
count disputes between members and nonmembers. In infrequent cases where a
dispute involves several participants that arc both members and nonmembers, I
count only dyads in which both participants are members. To operationalize this
variable, labeled MID, I use the conventional Militarized Interstate Disputes (MIDs)
data set.^'

25. Panel data refers lo data sct.s thai are cross-sectionally dominated. My data set contains twenty-
hve sections (RIAs) and up to tour time points. The command xinbreg in Stata 8 is used.

26. For a similar approach to Ihis issue, see Fortna 2fH)4: and Mansfield and Pevehouse 200().
27. See Ghosn, Palmer, and Bremer 2004; and Jones, Bremer, and Singer 19%.
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Independent Variables

SCOPE OF ECONOMIC ACTIVITY. I define this variable as the economic issue-tireas
covered by the RIA. To operationalize it, I collected information on twenty-seven
indicators in nine categories that capture the range of economic activities that RIAs
commonly address. A summary of these categories and indicators is reported in
Table Al in the Appendix.-*^ The first six categories are largely compatible with
Balassa's categories of economic integration."'^ These are free movement of goods,
customs union, free movement of services, free movement of capital and invest-
ment, free movement of labor, and monetary and fiscal cooperation. Unlike Bal-
assa, I do not assume a gTadual process of integration. Both theory and practice
show that changes on Balassa's categories can be independent of each other.^" For
example, some RIAs established a monetary union without establishing a customs
union, while others advanced free movement of labor and capital but not a cus-
toms union.

The remaining three categories refer to several issue-areas that are excluded
from Balassa's conventional typology. Nonetheless, these are important issues that
correspond to key goals of past and present RIAs. Because there is little system-
atic analysis of these issue-areas in the context of regional integration, classifica-
tion of these issues is not straightforward. I used one previous study-" and my
best judgment to identify and code these categories, which include sectoral coop-
eration and hiu-monizalion, economic development, and efforts to enhance collec-
tive bargaining power. Taken together, the twenty-seven indicators capture the
universe of economic issues that RIAs typically address. I believe that this list is
general enough to "travel" across different regions and detailed enough not to miss
essential economic issues that RIAs address.

Each and every indicator is measured along two dimensions. The first—which I
label insiiiuiional design—refers to approved agreements thai specify the mandate
and institutional structure of any RIA. This is a necessary and important dimen-
sion of any institution. Each indicator can obtain a value of I, if present, and 0 if
absent. Thus, tbe designed scope of economic activity can range from 0 to 27. In
order lo code this dimension, I examined actual agreements signed by member-
states, the Yearbook of International Organizations, and several studies that sur-
vey and compare a large number of RIAs.-*-

The second dimension—which I label implementation—involves the aetual steps
that member-stales take to realize the agreements they have reached. It captures
the notion that international cooperation through institutions involves not only
agreements and rules but also behavior in accordance with them. As such, it is a

28. Hafte! 2004b further elaborates on these categories and indicators.
29. Balassa 1961.
30. Page 200().
31. Ibid.
32. See IMF 1994; OECD 1993; UNCTAD 1996; Page 2000; and UIA various years.
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key component of international itistitutions.^' Notwithstanding the importance of
this institutional aspect, it is widely overlooked by scholars of international pol-
itics, and measures ofthis concept are not readily available.

The collection of comparable data on implementation is more difficult than on
institutional design and is rarely done. As a first cut into this institutiona! dimen-
sion, I created an ordinal scale: 0, 0.5, and 1. If the RIA did not implement the
agreement regarding a specific indicator, or if implementation is low, the RIA scores
0. If implementation is complete, or nearly complete, the RIA scores I. If impie-
tnentation is partial, the RIA scores 0.5, For example, many RIAs reduce barriers
to trade and factors of movement in a gradual process. If they have completed
only some of these steps, I code the degree of implementation as partial. To deter-
mine the degree of implementation, I used a variety of independent secondary
sources, such as in-depth case studies that evaluate the RIAs under scrutiny, news-
paper articles, and other reports. In addition, to reduce the risk of measurement
errors, I compared several such sources before I determined the value of each
indicator.

To produce the Viû iable that captures the scope of economic activily—which I
label ECONOMIC SCOPF.—I combine institutiotial design and implementation by mul-
tiplying the values on each dimension. Member-states may implement all the
planned activities; thus HC:ONOMIC SCOPF. ranges from 0 to 27. If the agreements
are not fully implemented, the value on this variable will be lower than the one on
institutional design alone. To see that, imagine an RIA that has an agreement on
twenty indicators, that is, institutional design equals 20. Of these, ten indicators
are fully implemented, four are partly implemented, and six remain only on paper.
The value on ECONOMtc SCOPF. is calculated as follows: (10 X I) + (4 X 0.5) +
(6 X 0) = 12. Figure 1 presents the average level ofthe implemented ECONOMIC

SCOPE for the RIAs included in the sample.
HiGH-Li-vEL OFFICIALS. Because the decision-making process is essential to the

sustainability of the organization, all RIAs provide for regular meetings of a
decision-making body, typically every six months or year. The level of the decision-
making body varies across RIAs, however. In some RIAs, such as ASEAN and
MERCOSUR, decision-making authority lies in the hands of heads of state
or foreign ministers. In others, such as the Central American Common Market
(CACM) before 1990 and the Bangkok Agreement, lower-level ministers or ambas-
sadors bear this responsibility. I define high-level officials as heads of state and
foreign ministers. These policymakers usually have a great deal of power with
respect to issues of national security. Thus, RIAs in which high-level officials are
designed to meet regularly to make decisions score I, and 0 otherwise.

Here, again, I go beyond institutional design and examine implementation. This
time, implementation refers to the actual meeting of this body. Delays or cancel-
lations of scheduled meetings for technical or political reasons are not uncom-

33. Martin 2000.
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Regional integration arrangenienl

FIGURE 1. The scope of economic activity for twenty-five RIAs: Average
1982-97

mon. The Arab Maghreb Union (AMU) Summit, for example, was convened only
six times in nine years instead of eighteen times, as planned. Similarly, the annual
South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation (SAARCl Summit met only
twice from 1990 to 1997. Insofar as high-level officials do not meet in practice,
the pacifying effects ofthis forum are unlikely to materialize. I thus assign 1 point
to RIAs in which high-level officials meet in practice and 0 otherwise. As with the
variable that pertains to economic scope, 1 multiply the score on institutional design
with the score on implementation. Thus, HIGH-LEVEL OFHCIALS is a dichotomous
variable: only RIAs that institute regular meetings of high-level officials who actu-
ally meet score a point. Seventy-five percent of the observations (sixiy-eight out
of ninety) score 1 on this variable and the rest score 0. •

Alternative Explanations

This section considers several conventional explanations for intraregional conflict
that are not pertinent to international institutions.̂ '"* I briefly review the arguments

34. I examined the pacifying effect of other, lower-level institutions as well. These are regional
bureaucracy and economic dispute setttement niechanii^ms. The effect of these institutions was statis-
tically insignificant und not reported in ihis article.
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and discuss the operationalization and measurement of these variables. To mini-
mize the risk of endogeneity and to smooth possible peaks, all these variables are
lagged five-year averages, unless indicated otherwise.

Economic interdependence, usually conceptualized in terms of international trade,
is a widely cited explanation for peace. Indeed, il is argued thai RIAs may miti-
gate conflict partly by reducing barriers to regional trade.^^ TR.ADE SHAR̂ : is intra-
regionai trade as a percentage of (he total regional trade.-"" The United Nations
Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD)'s Handbook of Statistics (var-
ious years) provides information on trade share for most RIAs, based on their
exports.

Proponents of the "democratic peace" research program contend thai democra-
cies are less likely to fight each other relative to other combinations of regime
types. Several studies apply this argument on the regional level.^' To measure
regional democraticness, I employ the Polity IV definitions and data.^" With this
data set I first calculate the regional average of the composite Polity variahle. 1
then distinguish between regions that inhabit mature democracies and all other
regions. Thus, DEMOCRACY is a dichotomous variable that scores 1 if the average
level of democracy is greater than 6, and 0 otherwise.

Theories of power transition hold that preponderance of power is associated
with more stability and less violence. Several recent studies employ this argument
at the regional level and find empirical support for this hypothesis.'''* I account lor
this possibility with the regional concentration ratio.'"* This measure takes into
account both the relalive power of all members, measured in GDP, and the num-
ber of members. The value of CONCENTRATION increases as asymmetry grows and
is bounded between 0 and I. GDP data from the Penn World Tables is used lo
calculate this variable.^'

The internationalization of civil wars in many parts of the world attests to the
potential effect of domestic violence on neighboring states. From a theoretical stand-
point, the logic of diversionary war points to the possibility that govemments will
turn to international conflict in order to ameliorate domestic unrest or take advan-
tage of states that experience high levels of domestic strife. To measure the level
of regional domestic conflict, I count the number of such armed conflicts as reported
in the Uppsala Conflict Data Program Armed Conflict duta set."*̂

Regional political dynamics may be affected by external forces, such as great
power intervention. 1 control for the effect of the broader international system on
the level of regional conflict with Lemke's estimate of the ability of great powers

35. Mansfield and Pevehouse 2()00.
36. See Grieco 1997: and Page 2000.
37. See Gledilsuh 2002; Kacowitrz 1998; and Leiiike 2tH)2.
38. See Jaggers and Gurr 1995; and Marshall and Jaggers 2002.
39. See Kacowicz 1998: Lemke 2002; and Mansfield and Pevehouse 20(J0.
40. See Mansfield and Pevehouse 2000; and Smith 2000.
41. Heston. Summers, and Aleii 2002.
42. Gleditscii el al. 2(H)2. Internationalized iniemal disputes are excluded to minimize the

ily of overlap with lhe dependeni variable.
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10 project their power in different regions/^ I employ his coding and count the
number of great powers that can intervene in any particular region. As more pow-
ers can interfere in a particular region, its vulnerability to external intervention
increases. Thus, INTERVENTION is a count of the number of great powers that are
capable of interfering in any RIA, and ranges from 1 to 4.

It is reasonable to expect that the number of states in a region will he associated
with the number of disputes. A greater number of states may result in additional
opportunities for interaction and friction, and thus more conflict, MEMBERS is a
count of the states that are members of an RIA. In addition, it is widely accepted
that geographical proximity provides more opportunities for interaction, and in
turn for confiict.*" Thus, BORDERS measures the number of borders in a region. I
operationalize this variable with the Correlates of War (COW) Direct Contiguity
data set."*-̂

Finally, realists and other skeptics contend that cooperation through institutions
is endogenous to the level of amity in the region. It is thus important to take into
account the level of interest similarity among RIA members. 1 employ an S score
to capture the intraregional similarity of interests.*'' I measure this score in the
two most conventional ways: according to similarity of voting in the United Nations
(UN) General Assemhly"*^ and similarity of alliiince portfolios.'*'* The former is
labeled AFFiNtXY UN and the latter AFnNiTY ALLIANCES.

Results ' '

Table I reports the estimated effect ofthe main independent variahles on the num-
ber of intraregional disputes. Table 2 provides substantive interpretation of the
significant variables. Because a negative binomial regression is nonlinear, the sub-
stantive interpretation of these results requires one to exponentiate the coeffi-
cients. The numbers in Tahle 2, then, reflect the expected value ofthe incidence of
the dependent variable conditioned by the values of certain independent variables.

The results are consistent across different model specifications. They indicate
[hat both a wider scope of economic activity and regular meetings of high-level
officials have a significant negative effect on the expected number of MIDs. This
is true whether one runs each variable in a separate model (Models 1,2, 4 and 5)
or the two variahles together (Models 3 and 6). These results provide strong empir-
ical support for my hypotheses. The pacifying effect of the scope of economic

43. Lemke 2(tO2.
44. See. for example. Gleditsch 2002.
45. Stinneit et al. 2002.
46. Signorino ;ind Rilter 1999.
47. Gartzke and Jo 2002.
48. See Bueno de Mesquita 1981; and Signorino and RiUer 1999. I aae lhe globally weighted mea-

sure of alliance portfolio. Data is obtained from the EUGene software; see Bennett and Slam 2000.
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TABLE 2. Substantive interpretation ofthe effects of
sifinifwant independent variables on the expected count
cj/MID. 1982-200!

25th pfirentitf

2.86
(1.50)
2}

lMH
(.29)

22
1.90

(1.00)
-23

1.95
(3.00)

-17

No
2.35

(0.00)

Continuous variables
(50ih percentile)

ECONOMIC SCOPE
(4.00)

CONCENTRATION
: (.41)

CIVIL WAR
(6.00)

BORDERS

' (6.00)

Dichotomous variable
HIGH-LEVEL OhTlCIALS

75lh percentile

1.72
(8.00)

-27
1.93
(.52)

-18
2.90

(11.00)
19
3.19

(12.(X))
35

Ye.t

(1.00)
-46

Nines: Expected coiinl is bolded. Actual value of inJependeni variable is in parenlheses.
Expected pcreomagc change iit'thc depcnilenl variable fnini ihe bjweline is in italics. All
calculations art- based on Mtxicl 7>. Table I. All vmiables beld u( Iheir .̂ Oih pirrtcntile
{medium in lhe baselint: moJel irxeepi HIGH-LEVEL OFI-ICIAL.S. whieh is held al 0. The
baseline I'or ccimparison is 2.35.

iicliviiy and regular meetings of high-level officials is not only statistically signif-
icant, but also substantively meaningful. For lhe scope of economic activity, mov-
ing from the first to the third quartile reduces the expected count of disputes hy
about 48 percent. Similarly, RIAs in which meetings of heads of state or foreign
ministers take place regularly experience ahout one-half the number of conflicts,
relative to RIAs in which such meetings do not take place.

The performance of the control variables is consistent across the various model
specifications. Intraregional commercial interdependence does not have a signifi-
cant effect on the number of militarized disputes in the region. This result sug-
gests thai intraregional trade—-in and of itself—may capture the sensitivity rather
than the vulnerability dimension of economic interdependence, and that societal
groups that benefit from international trade may have only limited impact on their
leaders' assessments of the costs and benefits of interstate conflict."*'' My analysis

49. See Bearce 2003; and Siminoos 2003.
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indicates that democratic regions are not more peaceful than theii" nondemocratic
counterparts. The estimates of DEMOCRACY flip signs and never approach a con-
ventional level of statistical significance. This result points to the possibility thai—
outside the advanced industrialized countries—the effect of democracy on conflict
is indeterminate. The vulnerability of a region to greal power intervention does
not seem to affect the level of violent confiict as well.

Regional concentration of power has a negative and significant effect on the
level of regional conflict across most models. This finding suggests that regions
with a hegenion enjoy low levels of conflict, while regions in wliich power is more
evenly distributed are more violence-prone. These findings are consistent with recent
theoretical and empirical studies on this question.'̂ '̂  The estimate of CTVIL WAR is
positive and highly significant across all models. This variable has a sizeable sub-
stantive effect as well. This result points to the potential international repercus-
sions of domestic confiicts, which may spill over to produce interstate violence in
particular. Finally, as expected, as the number of borders between member-states
increases, the number of MIDs increases as well. Thus, more opportunities for
interaction produce disagreements and confiict. In contrast, the sheer number of
RIA members does not have a bearing on the expected number of militarized
disputes.

Finally, controlling for intraregional affinity, the significant pacifying effect of
the scope of economic activity and regular meetings ot' high-level ofTicials remain
intact. The estimates of similarity of interests—measured either by alliance port-
folios or by voting in the UN—are not statistically significant. These results indi-
cate that the similarity of interests is not a good predictor of violent conflict.
Moreover, they mitigate concerns of realists that the effect of institutional features
reported above is endogenous to prior relationships between states.

Reversing the Causal Arrow

Skeptics may argue that the level of conflict affects the willingness of states to
cooperate through international institutions and the willingness of their leaders to
meet regularly. It is thus important to ensure that the results are not driven by the
reversed causal direction. Above, I have lagged the independent variables to address
this issue. Here I take an additional step to tackle this issue by examining the
effect of violent conflict on the scope of economic activity and regular meetings
of high-level officials.^' The independent variable of interest here is the number
of MIDs. To control for the possibility that RIAs with more members may expe-
rience more MIDs, the number of disputes is divided hy the number of members.
This variable is labeled MtDS MEMBERS.

50. See Bu/an and Wa-ver 2O03: Lemke 2002: and MansfldJ and Pevehouse 2000.
51. For a similar approach lo this issue, see Forina 2004; Mansfield and Pevehouse 2000; and Rus-

setiantl Oneal 2001.
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In order to test the effect of miiitarized disputes on international institutions,
one needs to have a more general model of the determinants of intemationa! coop-
eration. Research in international relations offers several conventional explana-
tions for international cooperation in general and for international institutions in
particular. Most of these explanations examine the same factors that explain con-
flict but turn them on their head. It is commonly believed that higher commercial
interdependence, higher levels of democraticness, greater concentration of power,
and greater affinity are conducive to cooperation through international institu-
tions. In contrast, a higher level of domestic violence and a greater number of
members are expected to undermine the prospects of international institutions.^" I
use the same variabies described above to capture these various explanations. When
accounting for variation in international institutions, it is also important to take
into account temporal dynamics. That is, it is reasonable to expect that institutions
will evolve and become more entrenched over time. I capture this dynamic with
the variable DURATION, which is the number of years that passed from the year in
which the RIA was formed to year t.

The dependent variabies are ECONOMIC SCOPE and HIGH-LEVEL OFFICIALS. The
two variables have different distributions that call for different estimation tech-
niques. [•coNOMic SCOPE is a continuous variable and is thus estimated with a
random-effects ordinary least squares (OLS) regression technique, HIGH-LEVEL OFFI-

CIALS is a dichotomous variable and is estimated with a random-effects probit
regression technique. Table 3 reports the results for the dependent variables, each
with two alternative specifications for similarity of interests. The empirical results
do not support the notion that the prospects of international institutions are endoge-
nous to initial levels of amity among RiA members. Looking tirst at the determi-
nants of the scope of economic activity, the coefficients of MIDS MEMBERS are
negative but not statistically significant. Looking next at the determinants of reg-
ular meetings of high-level officials, the coefficients of MIDS MEMBERS flip signs
and are, again, not significant. These results indicate that the levels of the two
institutional features that are at the center of this study are not determined by the
level of prior intriiregional conflict and peace. Thus, my initial findings—ihat these
institutional features have an independent pacifying effect on relationships among
RIA members—are further substantiated.

Conclusion

RIAs exhibit a great deal of variation in their institutional design and the imple-
mentation of agreed-on institutional features. The implications of such variation
for questions of war and peace are not well understood, however. Extant research

52. For a detailed discussiun of, and citations for. the dctcniiinant of inlemational cooperation ihrough
institutions, see Haftel 2004b; and Haftel and Thompson 2006.
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TABLE 3. The detennimints o/ECONOMIC SCOPE and HIGH-LEVEL OFFICIALS,

1982-97

Independent variables

MII>S MbMHl::KS

TRADE SHARE

DURATION

CONCENTRATION

DEMOCRACY

n V l l . WAR

MEMBERS

AFnNlTY UN

AFRNrrV ALLAINCES

Constant

Log likelihood
Wald chi' - .
Ohser\'ations

Ramloin- effecisOLS estimates
of the detemiinimis of

ECONOMIC SC^OPK

Model 7

-.505
(-.75)

.330***
(7.01)

.105***
(2.83)

.319
(.13)

-.287
(-.32)
-.583***

(-2.63)
.018

(•15)
11.764***
(2.93)

-10.623**
(-2.48)

105.56***
82

Model fi

-.862
(-1.30)

.268***
(5.78)

.124***
(3.22)

-3.305
(-1.11)

-.188
(-.20)
-.572*''

(-2.45)
.087

(.65)

4.939
(1.06)

-2.641
(-.62)

78.06***
82

Random-effects prohit esUmates
of the deierminanis nf
KIGH-I.EVEL OtTlCIAI-S

Model 9

.loy
(.13)
.101

(.134)
-.014

(-.33)
-1.281
(-.51)

.070
(.08)

-.658*
(-1.84)

.059
(.58)

15.076
(1.11)

-13.028
(-1.06)
-22.61

5.55
82

Model 10

. < s ••

(-.50)
-.007

(-.17)
.025

(.55)
-2.035
(-.75)
-.218

(-.19)
-.799**
(2.53)

.206
(i.49)

J I 8
(.13)
1.356
(.36)

-26.28
15.65**
82

Notes.- Numbtts in parentheses are ; slntistics. Observaiions equal the numlwr of regions multiplied hy the number of
time points. OLS - ordinarji teasi squares, 'p < .\: **p < .05; *•*/; < .01 (two-iailcd).

treats RIAs—as well as other IOs^as homogenous and lumps together a variety
of potential causal niechanism.s thai may (or may not) link tliese institutions to
conflict. This study advances the understanding of the effect of international insti-
tutions on violent conflict by providing one of the first systematic empirical anaJy-
ses pertaining to the effect of instilutional variation on violent conflict.

My findings indicate that the two institutional features that are the focus of this
study—scope of economic activity and regular meetings of high-level officials—
are indeed conducive to a peaceful resolution of disputes. These two institutional
features, it seems, go a long way to reduce uncertainty regarding states' interests,
motivations, and resolve. As such, they are effective instruments of interstate bar-
gaining in times of conflict and disagreement. These results indicate that the real-
ist outright dismissal of the potential pacifying effect of international institutions
on violent conflict is unfounded. That is, my analysis shows that RIAs are not
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mere reflections of preexisting power relationships, and that they can promote
regional peace and stability.

My study also provides a reminder that RIAs are neither created equal nor equally
successful in meeting their slated objectives,^^ and that this has consequences for
the capacity of these organizations to mitigate conflict. My results show ihat RIAs
with a wider scope that are more fully implemented are more likely to promote
peace than narrower or unrealized ones. Also, recurrent face-to-face meetings of
high-level officials promote communication, exchange of information, and com-
promise belween these officials. These findings suggest that a systematic collec-
tion of information on institutional design and the implementation thereof is
necessary to acquire a grasp of the role of IOs und other institutions in world
politics in general and their effect on violent conflict in particular. As this article
demonstnites, such data facilitate the evaluation of alternative theoretical argu-
ments and shed light on the mixed findings with respect to the effect of IOs on
conflict.

From a practical perspective, when policymakers sit at the negotiation table and
design their regional organizations, they ought to expand their economic scope
and consider a variety of issue-areas that go beyond trade. From this viewpoint,
the recent wave of regionalism—which broadens the agendas of many RIAs to
include a variety of economic issues—appears to be a step in the right direction.
RIAs should also involve regular meetings among top-level policymakers, which
appear to promote a peaceful resolution of political tensions. Finally, implemen-
tation of signed agreements is vital. Considering the oftentimes wide gap between
institutional design and implementation, if policymakers hope to promote intra-
regional peace through international institutions, they should better match rhetoric
and practice.

Appendix: List of Twenty-Five RIAs

Arab Maghreb Union (AMU), Andean Community (ANCOM), Associaiion of Southeast
Asian Nations (ASEAN), Bangkok Agreemenl (BA), Central American Common Market
(CACM). Caribbean Community (CARICOM), Economic Community of the Countries of
ihc Great L.akes (CEPGL), Common Market for Eastern and Southern Africa (COMESA),
Economic Community of Centra] African States (ECCAS), Economic Cooperation Organi-
zation (ECO), Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS). European Free
Trade Association (EFTA), European Union (EU), Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC). Indian
Ocean Commission (iOC). Latin American Integration Association (LAIA), Common
Market of the South (MERCOSUR), Mano River Union (MRU), North American Free
Trade Agreement (NAFTA), Organization of Eastern Caribbean States (OECS), South Asian
Association for Regional Cooperation (SAARC). South African Customs Union (SACU),

53. Mansfield and Milner 1999, 615.
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TABLE Al. Categories and indicators of designed scope of economic activity

Category Indicator

A. Trade Uberalizaliun

B. Customs union

C. Movement of setTices

D. MovemenI of capital
anti investment

E. Movement of labor

F. Monetary, fi.scal. and
macrueconomic coordination

G. Harmoni/alion and sectoral
awperaiion

H. Development and
indu^lrialization

t. Biirgaining power

1. Preferential trade agreement (positive list)
2. Free irade area (negative lisi)
3. All members of RIA participate
4. Quotas and NTBs
5. Common external tariff (CET)
6. Negative list of goods
7. AU members of RtA participate ,
8. Free movement of services
9. Al least six sectors

10. Free movement ofcapilal
11. Intraregional national treaimeni
12. Extraregional investment code |
13. Free movement of labor
14. Recognition of professional certifications
15. Vi.sa requirements relaxed
l(>, Common currency
17. Coordin:ition of monetary/exchange-rate policies
18. Coordination of Hsciil policies
19. Criteria for macroeconomic convergence
20. Harmonization of business conditions (at lea.st four i.ssue-area.s)
21. Secloriil cooperation (al least six issue-areas)
22. Border c<K)rdination/growth triangles
23. Regional inrraslructure/indusirial projects
24. Regional development hank
25. Compen.sation mechanism
26. Coordination of negotiation wiih other RIAs
27. Coordination of negotiation in GATT/WTO

Notes: GATT - General Agrcfnitnt on Tariffs and Trade; WTO = World Trade Organt7Jition.

Soiithcm African Development Community (SADC), Central African Customs and Eco-
nomic Union (UDEAC), and West African Economic and Motietary Union (WAEMU).
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